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COMPLETE CONTRACT TRANSLATIONS  

 

The following contracts were previously summarized: 

 

JOHANN JACOB SCHAEFFTER 

12 December 1737 Haguenau 6E16/122 Debt 

Obligation for 300 Gulden. In front of the royal notary in Haguenau compared Johann Jacob Schäffter, 

provost in Soufflenheim, and with him Eva Köhlhoffner his wife authorized by him to contract, declared. 

Also assisted by Adtam Köhlhoffner burgher here her brother who declared that they have engaged into 

an obligation together towards Christina Wächter, wife of Frantz Anthoni Barth, burgher and saddler in 

Haguenau, in their name accepts Frantz Joseph Brendle  a sum of 300 Gulden or 600 livres tournois 

received in liquidity, receipt given, with interest of 5%, for which sum they have set a general mortgage on 

their property, especially their house in the village of Soufflenheim, with all rights and dependences, barn, 

garden, yard, one side Lorentz Zensenbrenner, and for part the common property street, second side 

Adam Köhlhoffner, in front the common street, same one and a half measure meadows bann of 

Soufflenheim, district auff der Oberst Hundstau, one side Jacob Hasser, second side Hans Öhlinger’s 

heirs, up the river down the forest, same three viertzel meadows same bann district Niedermatt, one side 

Caduc, second side Fridterich Fritz, up parish property, down another district, same one viertzel there one 

side Hans Wolff in Rountzenheim, second side Catharina Härthler, up the common property and for part 

Mühlbach river, down for part the Mühlbach river and common property, in all free property, passed in 

presence of Frantz Heinrich Joseph, Eggs, Johann Caspar Magnus Gerber both scribes and witnesses 

passed Haguenau 12 December 1737. Signed: Jacob Schäffter provost, X Eva Köhlhoffner, Adam 

Köhlhoffer, Brendle, Eggs, Gerber, Wolff. 

 

MARTIN SCHLOESSER 

03 January 1737 Haguenau 6E16/122 Debt 

Obligation for 200 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Martin Schlösser burgher in Soufflenheim 

and Anna Maria Ulrich his wife, authorized by him, declared that they together engaged into an obligation 

for themselves and their heirs towards Marie Binnotte wife of Frantz Guthmann here, of 200 Gulden on 

this sum first an amount of 120 Gulden has been passed in front of H: Wolbret on the 13 April 1735, here 

cancelled, the remaining 80 Gulden have been paid here in liquidity so a total of 200 Gulden to repay on 



four terms in the year until the 3rd January 1739 first term, with interest of 5%, for guarantee of this a 

mortgage has been set on their total property and starting with house, garden in the village of 

Soufflenheim, one side Michel Uhri, second side common street, in front same, behind Hans Aren ; same 

one piece field district im Siegell, one side near Adam Wagner, second side Thomas Schäffter, up the 

Schäffter property, down Paul Reng ; same one piece same district one side Thomas Schäffter, second 

side Jacob Hasser, up the forest, down a common path, same one piece district Oberfeld one side Michel 

Wagner, second side Jacob Schäffter, up Hans Jacob Stückelreysser, down Lorentz Zensenbrenner, 

same one piece there one side Andreas Müller, second side Jacob Mössner, up the common property, 

down a field ditch, all in Soufflenheim, in all free property, passed in presence of the undersigned Caspar 

Gerber, Frantz Anthoni Lambrecht the 3rd January 1737 in Haguenau. Signed: Martin Schlesser, X Marie 

Binotte, X Anna Maria Ulrich, Lambrecht witness, Gerber, Wolff notary. 

 

JOSEPH SCHAEFFTER 

04 May 1737 Haguenau 6E16/122 Debt 

Obligation for 200 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Joseph Schäffter burgher and smith in 

Soufflenheim, declared he engaged an obligation for himself and his heirs towards Antoine Labastry, 

burgher and royal forester here in Haguenau of two hundred Gulden value of Strasbourg, received in 

liquidity here to be repaid in two half year, for this has been set a general mortgage on his house yard 

garden in Soufflenheim one side Jean Grenier’s heirs, second side Jacob Schäffter, in front the land road, 

behind Georg Kayser senior, also all property that has inherited from his father, and will continue to 

inherit, in all free property, for further guarantee compared here Jacob Schäffter burgher of Soufflenheim, 

brother of the debtor, promises that he will pay in case of need this capital and cost, with mortgage on his 

own property if needed, passed in front of Johann Caspar Gerber and Frantz Anthoni Lambreht scribes 

and witnesses, 4th May 1737. Signed: Joseph Schäffter, Antonin Labastry, Jacob Schäffter, Lambrecht, 

Wolff, Gerber. 

 

JACOB MAY  

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Contested Inheritance 

Soufflenheim. In front of me royal notary in Haguenau compared Jacob Maÿ burgher in Soufflenheim on 

one side, and Veronica Mössner assisted by Martin Schmuck and Maria Mössner assisted by Joseph 

Stentzel her husband, and Andres Thomas as natural guardian of his daughter guardian of his daughter 

Catharina born to him and his deceased wife Catharina Mössner, on the other side ; bring forth that about 

five weeks ago their respective wife and mother has died, and that he Jacob Maÿ aged about twenty 

years, that he lived into the house of the deceased, but that his three brother and sisters had received a 

third share of this house during the union, that he Jacob Maÿ senior would like to keep the house and that 

he pretent of his three step children to receive it from their mother, and that has already been paid  to 

each a sum of 45 Gulden, on Carnival 1732, to Veronica, to Maria 45 same festival 1733, same on next 

Carnival also 45 Gulden, so that he Jacob Maÿ does not owe any more of inheritance of deceased Eva 

Weber ; so that they should confirm their acceptation of this convention between them. Passed on 30 

October 1730 and signed: X Jacob Maÿ X Maria Mössner, X Martin Schmuck, X Andres Thoman, 

Schäffter provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 



DOMINIC MOSER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Exchange of Property 

Compared Dominic Moser burgher in Soufflenheim and Dominic Harter single but major of years, have 

decided an exchange of property so he Dominic Moser gives to Dominic Harter one house and garden in 

Soufflenheim one side Hans Michel Wagner and for part Hans Bernhard Hättler, second side Michel 

Uhlrich, in front the road to Rountzenheim, behind the common property, as on page 284, on his side 

Dominic Harter gives to Dominic Moser one empty farming place containing three vierzel, one side the 

property of the church, second side Simon Uhlrich and for part Hans Stiffelmeyer’s heirs, in back and 

front the common property as on page 281, pays yearly 8 schillings to the church in all free property, 

estimated 700 Gulden that he Dominic Moser has received here from Dominic Harter and gave receipt of 

this. Undersigned: Dominic Harter, XXX Dominic Moser, Schaeffter provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

JACOB SCHEFFTER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Exchange of Property 

Compared in front of the royal notary Jacob Schäffter the young burgher in Soufflenheim, on one side, 

and Hans Michel Wagner, burgher there on the other side, declared that the decided an exchange of by 

him Jacob Schäffter to him Hans Michel Wagner of one viertzel field bann of Soufflenheim district 

Girlenfeld, one side Catharina Uhlrich, second side Barbara Harter’s heirs, up Lorentz Jäck, down an 

ending, as on page 68 of land book, and he Michel Wagner to him Jacob Schäffter one viertzel field bann 

of Soufflenheim, district im Stieterhoff one side Maria Metz’s heirs, up the common road, second side the 

road to Haguenau, down the pond, as on page 295 of land record receipt given and signed. Signed: X 

Hans Michel Wagner, Hans Jacob Schäffter provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

HANS MAMMOSSER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale for 24 Gulden. Compared Hans Mammosser in name of his wife Maria Geiger: sold to Jacob 

Schäffter junior in Soufflenheim and heirs one viertzel field district das Oberfeld one side Martin Geiger, 

second side Heinrich Schwartz’s wife, up the forest down another district, in all free property for a sum of 

24 Gulden, received and receipt given, undersigned: X Hans Mammosser, Hans Jacob Schäffter, 

Scheffter provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

DOMINIC MOSSER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Exchange of Property 

Compares Dominic Mosser burgher in Soufflenheim and the honorable Catharina Uhlrich assisted by 

Hans Georg Fridmann burgher here her husband, declared they decided the following exchange of 

property, Dominic Mosser makes cession for himself and his heirs to Catharina Uhlrich and heirs of one 

house, yard, garden named die Herrberg zur Cronen (inn the Crown) in Soufflenheim one side Johannes 

Seyler, second side Anna Mosser, in front the road or mill path, behind the meadows and Hans Thoman’s 



widow, in all free property, Catharina Uhlrich on her side gives to Dominic Mosser and heirs one house 

yard, barn and garden in the village of Soufflenheim, one side Hans Michel Wagner and for part Hans 

Bernhard Hetler, second side Michel Uhlrich, in front the road to Rountzenheim and behind the common 

street as on page 284 of land record, undersigned with receipt. Signed: Dominic Mosser, Hans Georg 

Fridmann assisting, Eggs, Schäffter provost, Wolff. 

 

DOMINIC HARTER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Exchange of Property 

Compared in front of the royal notary Dominic Harter in Soufflenheim to exchange land with Lorentz 

Mosser burgher in Schirrhein, so one viertzel meadow in Soufflenheim district Obermatt die Egert, one 

side and second side Dominic Harter himself, up the Obermatt, down the common property as on page 

40 of land record ; and he Dominic Harter makes cession to Lorentz Mosser in exchange way of one half 

viertzel field bann of Soufflenheim district in der Langen Sträng, one side Margaretha Stickelreisser, 

second side Martin Bruckher, widow, up the forest auf die Stortzlach, down an ending, as on page 141 of 

land record, in all free property, passed and undersigned. Signed: Dominic Harter, Lorentz Mosser, 

Schäffter provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

THOMAS MOSSER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale for 40 Gulden. Compared Thomas Mosser burgher in Soufflenheim declared he sold for himself and 

his heirs to Fridrich Fritz burgher of one half acre field bann of Soufflenheim district im Girlenfeld auf die 

Stuthermatt, one side the seller himself, second side Andres Vögele, up the Sultzmatt, down another 

property as on page 102 of land record in all free property for an amount of 40 Gulden, paid in liquidity, 

receipt given, undersigned: RM Thomas Mosser, Fridrich Fritz, Eggs, Schäffter provost, Wolff. 

 

DOMINIC HARTER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Exchange of Property 

Compares Dominic Harter single but major of years in Soufflenheim, and the honorable Maria Anna 

Schneider wife of Andres Renck burgher in Soufflenheim, declared an exchange of property: so one 

viertzel field district die Mütz, one side the church, second Lorentz Jäckh, up and down other districts as 

on page 163 of land record, on her side Anna Maria Schneider brings to Dominic Harter one half viertzel 

district Auf der Obermatt die Egert, one side and second side Dominic Harter himself, up the Obermatt, 

down Dominic Harter himself, both in free property, passed and undersigned: X Anna Maria Schneider, 

Dominic Harter, Eggs, Schaffter, provost, Wolff. 

 

MARTIN MAHLER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Obligation 



Obligation of 56 Gulden contracted by Martin Mahler burgher in Soufflenheim towards Jacob Hasser 

burgher in Soufflenheim as guardian of the children of deceased Barbara Harter here, this sum to be 

repaid in quarterly terms until January 1731 with interest of 5% added, for better guarantee a mortgage 

on his total property in Soufflenheim, passed and undersigned: MM Martin Mahler ‘s sign, Jacob Schäffter 

provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

ADAM HARTEL 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

In front of the royal notary here compared Adam Hartel burgher here in Soufflenheim, with Jacob Hartel 

his brother here both for themselves and their heirs, declare they sold to the honorable Anthon Schütt 

burgher and his heirs one half drittel field district Langen thal, one side the seller’s wife Barbara Härtler,  

second Michel Uhlrich, up on Maria Metz, down Thomas Kiefer’s heirs, in all free property, for an amount 

of 22 Gulden, receive in liquidity, receipt given, passed and undersigned: X Adtam Härtel, X Barbara 

Härtler, Eggs, Schäffter provost, Wolff, Anton Schutt. 

 

THOMAS SCHAEFFTER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale or 48 Gulden. Compared in front of the notary Thomas Schaeffter burgher in Soufflenheim and the 

honorable Jacob Schaeffter burgher and butcher here, declared that he sold for himself and his heirs one 

viertzel field bann Soufflenheim district Schnebels one side Anthon Uhlrich second side Barbara Harter’s 

heirs, up Lorentz Jäckh, down Michel Kiefer as on page 68 of land record, then one drittel district 

Girlenfeld, auf die Steinen, towards the road to Rountzenheim, one side Mathis Unterkirch, second side 

Susanna Schäffter’s heirs, up Peter Meyer down the Stockmatt, in all free property, for an amount of 48 

Gulden, received in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of the undersigned: X Thomas Schäffter, Jacob 

Schäffter, Eggs, Schäffter provost, Wolff notary. 

 

DOMINIC MOSSER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Exchange of Property 

Exchange of property in Soufflenheim between Dominic Mosser in Soufflenheim and Hans Arn in the 

same place : In front of the undersigned notary compared Dominic Mosser in Soufflenheim on one side 

and Hans Arn in the same place on the other side, declared an exchange of property between them ; 

Dominic Moser makes cession to Hans Arn and heirs of one small place in an empty farming place in the 

village one side Michel Uhlrich and for part Anna Maria Stiffelmeyer, second side Dominic Mosser, in front 

the common property and behind the path, in all free property, on his side Hans Arn makes cession to 

Dominic Mosser and heirs of one viertzel field bann of Soufflenheim, district auff Eckhloch one side Jacob 

Schaefter provost, second side the church property, up he farming path, down the Eckhloch, in all free 

property for 50 Gulden received by Dominic Mosser in liquidity, receipt given, passed in presence of the 

undersigned: Dominic Mosser, Eggs, Hans Arn, Scheffter provost, Wolff. 

 



GERTRUD ERTZ 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

In front of the royal notary compared here Gertrud Ertz, wife of Jacob Brucker, assistant, declared that 

she sold for herself and heirs to Dominic Harter in Soufflenheim, himself declaring that he immediately 

sold the same to Michel Kieffer burgher here and heirs : one drittel field bann of Soufflenheim district Auff 

Eckhloch, one side Hans Höhn’s heirs, second side Andtreas Müller, up the field path, down on the 

common forest, in all free property, for a sum of 14 Gulden value of Strasbourg, received in liquidity, 

receipt given, undersigned: X Gertruda Ertz, Eggs, X Michel Kieffer, Schäffter provost, Wolff notary. 

 

HANS JUNG 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

In front of the royal notary compared the honorable Hans Jung burgher in Soufflenheim in name of 

Margaretha Jung his daughter, Hans Diehlhammer in name of Catharina Jung his wife, Mathis Naass, in 

name of Barbara Jung his wife, and Christian Hellig burgher in Sessenheim, in name and as guardian of 

the two daughters of deceased of Maria Hellig, named Barbara and Maria Gress, also in name of Hans 

Jung burgher in Sessenheim, declare the sale accepted by those present to this to Hans Maÿ and Adam 

Köhlhoffer both burghers here in Soufflenheim, each for a half of the following property, first five viertzel 

meadows district Werth, one side Maria Egel in Rountzenheim, second side Hans Gerger’s wife in 

Sessenheim, up the forest, down the river as on page 37 of land record, also three drittel meadows 

district in der Winckel, one side property of the church, second side Adam Maÿ, up for part the Ullenwerth, 

and part the common property, down the same as on page 36 of land record, in all free property, for a 

sum of 145 Gulden value of Strasbourg, received in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of the 

undersigned: Eggs, Wolff. 

 

JACOB HASS 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Obligation 

Compared Jacob Hass junior burgher in Soufflenheim, declared that he engaged into an obligation for 

himself and his heirs, promising to reimburse this to Joseph Schäffter as guardian of the children of 

deceased Adtam Schäffter, five children named Adtam, Joseph, Hans, Michel and Maria Anna Schäffter 

and their heirs obligation of hundred fifty Gulden or three hundred livres tournois received in liquidity, to 

be repaid with an interest of 5%, for better guarantee setting a mortgage on their property in 

Soufflenheim, one half measure meadows district Untermatt, one side the property of the church, second 

side Michel Ulrich, up and down the common property, same one half measure meadows one side Hans 

Metz’s, second side Michel Ulrich, up and down the common property, same one half measure meadows 

there one side Hans Metz’s heirs, second side Michel Ulrich, same one viertzel there one side Hans Metz, 

second side Michel Ulrich, same three viertzel meadows Obermatt one side Catharina Uhlrich, second 

side Barthel Georg, same one half measure meadows there one side Catharina Uhlrich, second side 

property of the church same one half acre field district Girlenfeld, auff der Werb, one side Catharina 

Anger, second side Hans Metz’s heirs, same one half acre field there one side Johann Härtel’s heirs, 

second side Catharina Härtler, same one drittel field district Hungerfeld, im Heyliger Stöckel, one side 

Johannes Jäckh’s heirs, second side property of the church, same one viertzel field district Sultzmatt one 



side Peter Dobler’s heirs, second side Andres Moser’s heirs, in presence of the undersigned: X Jacob 

Haaser, Joseph Scheffter provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

DOMINIC SENSENBRENNER 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Obligation 

Obligation 33 Gulden 1 sch 3 d. Compared in front of the notary Dominic Sensenbrenner burgher in 

Soufflenheim declared that he engaged for himself and heirs an obligation in money towards Joseph 

Schäffter burgher here as guardian of deceased Adam Schäffter’s five children named Adam, Joseph, 

Michel Hans and Anna Maria Schäffter, of 33 Gulden 1 schilling 3 d, money received in liquidity, sum 

which will be reimbursed in yearly terms until complete payment adding an interest of 5%, in better 

guarantee of this he sets total mortgage on his property in Soufflenheim namely one piece field district 

Gottshausel, one side Adtam Meyer, second side an ending, same one piece field district Buebensee, 

one side Andtres Voegele?, second side Lorentz Sensenbrenner, same one-piece field district Auff die 

Tränckh one side Joseph Schäffter, second side Antoni Bergers, all this in true promise in presence of the 

undersigned Jacob Schäffter, Frantz Heinrich Joseph, Eggs. Signed: X Dominic Sensenbrenner, Joseph 

Scheffter, Eggs, Scheffter provost, Wolff, royal notary. 

 

MICHEL STADTER 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Obligation 

Obligation for 60 Gulden. Compared in front of the royal notary Michel Stüdter burgher in Soufflenheim, 

declared that he engaged towards Joseph Schäffter as guardian of deceased Adtam Schäffter his 

children named Adtam, Joseph, Michel, Hans, Anna Maria Shäffter, a sum of 60 Gulden, that he received 

in liquidity, for which he gave receipt and promised to reimburse totally, for better guarantee of this he has 

set a total mortgage of his property in Soufflenheim  and namely, his house here in the village of 

Soufflenheim one side the common property, second side Peter Foucher, in front the same one, behind 

Adtam May ; same one viertzel meadows district Obermatt one side Lorentz Sensenbrenner, second side 

Urban Frey, same one half piece field district Niederfeld, one side Jacob Schäffter, second side Thomas 

Kieffer, same one piece field district Mittelfeld, one side Jacob Schäffter, second side Wendling Götz, 

same one piece field district Niederfeld in der langen Streng, one side Dominic Meyer, second side the 

property of the church, same on piece district Hungerfeld, one side Jacob Stickelreysser, second side 

Hans Irr, in all free property, undersigned in presence of Michel Stutter, Hans Scheffter, Schäffter provost,  

Eggs, Wolff. 

 

PETER BRUCKHER 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Obligation 

Obligation for 25 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared here Peter Bruckher burgher in 

Soufflenheim, declared that for himself and his heirs, he has engaged an obligation of 25 Gulden to be 

repaid yearly until complete amount is reached with interest of 5% towards Michel Scheffter burgher here 

as guardian of the children of deceased Adam Schäffter named Adtam, Joseph, Michel, Hans and Anna 

Maria Schaeffter, for which he has set a total mortgage of his property in Soufflenheim and first in district 



Hinter des Gotteshausel one dritel field one side Maria Metz, second side Andres Thomas, same one 

viertzel district Auff dem Stein one side Andres Renck, same one viertzel field same district one side 

Michel Ulrich, second side Gottlieb Metz, all these named in free property in presence of the undersigned: 

Peter Brucker, Joseph Scheffter, Schäffter provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

ANDRES MULLER 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Obligation 

Obligation for 50 Gulden. Compared in front of the notary Andres Muller and Eva Stiffelmeyer his wife 

declared that they together engaged in an obligation in money towards Joseph Schäffter guardian of the 

children of deceased Adam Schäffter former provost here, leaving five children named Joseph, Michel, 

Hans, Adam and Anna Maria Schäffter, received fifty gulden in liquidity, that he will repay totally setting a 

general mortgage of his property on this and namely property in Soufflenheim, and first a garden in the 

village one side Jacob Schäffter’s heirs, second side Ursula Moss, then one piece field district Niederfeld, 

in all free property, undersigned. 

 

GERTRUD ERTZ 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale in Soufflenheim by Gertrud Ertz comparing with husband Jacob Brucker, to Andres Dangel burgher 

there in presence of the undersigned: X Gertrud Ertz, X Andres Dangel, Schäffter provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

FRANTZ VOEGELE 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Compared in front of the royal notary Frantz Voegele burgher in Soufflenheim declared to have sold for 

himself and heirs for a sum of 42 Gulden to the honorable Andtres Müller single here two viertzel 4 R 9 s 

field bann of Soufflenheim Neben dem Hagenauer Weeg one side Gregorio Jäckh, second side Lorentz 

Sensenbrenner, up the forest, down the Kurtz Gelend as on page 321 of land record, the sum paid in 

liquidity, receipt given in presence of the undersigned: X Frantz Voegele, Eggs, Andres Muller, Schäffter 

provost, Wolff notary. 

 

MICHEL ZETTWOCH 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale for 300 Gulden. Compared in front of the royal notary Abraham Dreyfus Jew in Fort Louis and 

Joseph Dreyfuss Jew in the same place his father, declared both to have sold to Michel Zettwoch burgher 

in Soufflenheim for 300 Gulden one house in the village containing 7 R and 1 sch on the village street, 

one side Mathis Kieffer near the fountain well, other side Adtam May, pays each year to the church five 

schilling tax, except this in free property, the sum of 300 Gulden has been received and receipt given, one 



part will be paid on Eastern 1732 and the last on Eastern 1733, undersigned: Abraham Dreyffus Jew in 

Fort Louis, X Michel Zettwoch, Eggs witness, Schäffter provost, Wolff notary. 

 

DOMINIC HARTER  

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale for 25 Gulden. Compared in front of the royal notary Dominic Harter single here but major of years 

declared that he sold for himself and his heirs to Lorentz Sensenbrenner burgher in Soufflenheim one 

viertzel field there district Auff Eckloch one side Catharina Albrecht, second side the seller himself, up the 

field path, down the Eckloch as on page 240 of land record in all free property, for 25 Gulden paid in 

liquidity receipt given, in presence of the undersigned: Lorentz Sensenbrenner, Dominic Harter, Schäffter 

provost, Eggs witness, Wolff royal notary. 

 

DOMINIC HARTER 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Exchange of Property 

Exchange of property. In front of the royal notary compared Dominic Harter single in Soufflenheim, major 

of years declared that he made exchange with Carl Daul burgher in Soufflenheim in name of his sister 

Ottilia Daul there, of one viertzel field bann of Soufflenheim district Eckhloch Heckel, near the Werbholtz 

one side Andreas Guth other side Catharina Träher, up the Eckhloch, down and ending, in all free 

property, on his side Carl Daul gives to Dominic Harter one viertzel field district auff der Obermatt in di 

Egert, one side himself Dominic Harter second side Lorentz Leymann, up the Obermatt, down the Rhein 

as on paged 41 of land record, passed in presence of the undersigned: Dominic Harter, Carl Daul, 

Schäffter provost, Eggs witness, Wolff notary. 

 

GERTRUD ERTZ 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale for 35 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Gertruda Ertz wife of Jacob Bruedter burgher in 

Soufflenheim declared she sold for herself and heirs to Philipp Kieffer burgher here and heirs one viertzel 

acre district Werb one side the property of the church, second side Joseph Brueder, up the Werb, down 

another district as on page 54 of land record, for 35 Gulden received in liquidity, receipt given, passed in 

presence of the undersigned: X Gertruda Ertz, X Philips Kiefer, Schäffter provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 

MICHEL KIEFFER  

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale for 19 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared here Michel Kieffer declared he sold for himself 

and his heirs to Gertrud Ertz in Soufflenheim one viertzel field district In die lange Sträng one side Andres 

Muller, second side Maria Metz, up the common property, down another district in all free property, paid 



19 Gulden received in liquidity, receipt given, undersigned: X Gertruda Ertz, X Michel Kieffer, Eggs, 

Schäffter provost, Wolff notary. 

 

CATHARINA MOSSER 

27 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale for 15 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Catharina Mosser assisted by her husband 

Hans Georg Eckhert, burgher in Soufflenheim, declared to have sold to Dominic Harter in Soufflenheim 

and heirs one viertzel field bann of Soufflenheim district Obermatt in die Egert, one side Lorentz Mosser, 

second side the seller herself, up the Obermatt, down the common property as on page 41 of land record 

for 15 gulden received in liquidity, receipt given, in presence of the undersigned: X Catharina Mosser, 

Hans Georg Eckhert, Dominic Harter, Eggs, Schäffter provost, Wolff notary. 

 

ANNA MOSER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale for 15 Gulden. Compared in front of the royal notary Anna Moser wife of Dominic Meyer burgher in 

Soufflenheim, declared that she sold for 15 Gulden to Dominic Harter burgher here and heirs, one viertzel 

meadow district auff der Obermatt in die Egert, one side and second side the seller herself, up the 

Obermatt down the common property as on page 54 of land record, payment received, receipt given, in 

presence of the undersigned: X Anna Moser, Hans Jerg Fridmann, Dominic Harter, Schäffter provost, 

Eggs witness, Wolff notary. 

 

THOMAS SCHAEFFTER 

30 October 1730 Haguenau 6E16/120 Sale 

Sale for 48 Gulden. In front of the royal notary compared Thomas Schäffter burgher in Soufflenheim and 

Jacob Schäffter burgher and butcher in the same, declared to have sold to Jacob Schäffter here two 

pieces field bann of Soufflenheim district Schübels one side Catharina Uhlrich, second side Lorentz 

Jäckh, down the church up Michel Kieffer, as on page 68 of land record for 48 Gulden received in liquidity 

receipt given in presence of the undersigned: X Thomas Schaeffter, Eggs, Jacob Schäffter, Schäffter 

provost, Eggs, Wolff. 

 


